What can I do with a Major in…

Major: Decision Sciences

O*net Outlook Link to Career Titles

Statisticians in Demand
Statistical Assistants
Chief Executives
Program Directors
Survey Researchers in Demand
Sales Managers in Demand
Treasurers and Controllers in Demand

Career Potential:

Business Analyst
Business Development
Computer Security Specialists
Computer Specialists
Database Administrators
Distribution Planner
Expediter
Inventory Controller
Management Science Analyst
Market Research Analyst
Merger and Acquisition Specialist
Network and Computer Systems Administrators
Operations Research Analyst
Operations Research Analysts
Production Controller
Production Planner
Production Scheduler
Project Manager
Quality Control Analyst
Software Quality Assurance Specialist
Statisticians
Survey Researchers
Surveyors

The bachelor of business administration degree with a professional field in decision sciences provides a base of knowledge to prepare you to manage issues in today's business environment. This program provides an understanding of the many areas encountered by business managers: accounting, manufacturing, finance, management, supply chain management, marketing and information technology.
Decision sciences is a discipline that integrates functional business fields with analytical concepts and modeling, process improvement and computer-based quantitative tools to make critical decisions; thus enhancing complex decision making processes and decision support.

A background in decision sciences, along with a strong foundation in business administration, will equip you with skills that you may apply to many different areas in business. Businesses employ people with training in decision sciences for marketing research and advertising; cost, investment or financial analysis; human resource management; supply chain, manufacturing, marketing or international management; logistics; managerial accounting analysis; and management consulting.
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